
Q. Fighting fake news, who would do the job better: government regulatory authorities or private               
players in the market? 
 
Terence Wong 
 
The term “fake news” has been explored by many, especially since the inauguration of US President                
Donald Trump (McNair, 2017). Many have used misinformation to manipulate the general public,             
which creates an environment of asymmetric information. Governments have increasingly stepped in            
to correct this problem but to limited efficacy. Private players definitely play a more direct role in                 
influencing the fight against fake news but the cooperation between the two is essential for it to be                  
successful.  

Detractors may postulate that government regulatory authorities would do better as they have greater              
control and certainty over punishing perpetrators of fake news through enacting and enforcing laws,              
which acts as a deterrent. With Singapore’s new fake news law: Protection from Online Falsehoods               
and Manipulation Act (POFMA), regulators identify falsehoods and correct them swiftly to halt the              
virality of the misinformation to users via Internet intermediaries (Haziq, 2020). Moreover, for             
recalcitrant non  
compliance to change, individuals or companies could even be liable to heavy fines             
(SingaporeLegalAdvice.com, 2020). Regulatory authorities can function as watchdogs, to execute the           
laws that should deter potential perpetrators given that the incentive for perpetrators to spread              
misinformation would have decreased.  

However, there are many contentions when it comes to the definition of “misinformation”. Often,              
some may consider certain news to be fake, but others may posit that it is merely an expression of                   
opinion (Jaipragas and Sim, 2019). We could see that even US President Donald Trump has coined                
the mainstream media that were against him as fake news (Ehrlich, 2019). With the constitution of                
fake news being blurred, there is a propensity of abuse where people can exploit these loopholes in                 
the legal system. Authorities face the difficulty of distinguishing between misinformation and            
opinions and often a wrong classification will lead to the uproar of the masses for suppression of free                  
speech. This makes  policing of fake news a tall order and it continues to linger in online platforms.  

Conversely, private players, such as social media platforms, play a more direct role as they own the                 
services provided. Therefore, they are more efficient in managing the spread of falsehoods. As seen               
from Facebook’s non-compliance, authorities have limited influence over containing falsehoods if           
private players do not co-operate (Milman, 2019). In the case of POFMA, the Singapore government               
has to go through internet intermediaries to correct the misinformation online (Haziq, 2020). Clearly,              
even governments have to seek assistance from private players, showing that private players exert a               
stronger influence over the proliferation of fake news. Hence, engaging them to fight misinformation              
would be critical since they have more direct interaction with the fake content and can monitor it                 
closely.  

Moreover, private players have a greater incentive to combat fake news, which fosters a stronger drive                
for them to scrutinise online falsehoods compared to the government. Often, these private players have               
the image motivation to portray themselves as having corporate social responsibility and this is a               
strong economic rent to drive them to outperform regulatory authorities (Legum, 2018). They have              
poured in large investments in training, research and development of new technologies such as              
algorithms to identify misinformation (Singh, 2020). Such news boosts the public image of private              
players, which is a powerful intrinsic motivation that encourages them to select a pro-social choice of                
doing better in fighting falsehoods (Ariely, Brancha and Meier, 2009), vis-à-vis the government             
where combating misinformation is expected of them despite risks of misconstruction as an             



infringement on free speech.  

However, government and private player’s support in educating the masses is essential in immunising              
people against misinformation. With fake news spreading instantaneously, it will always disseminate            
quicker than it can be removed. Hence, teaching people on the discernment of falsehoods is the long                 
term strategy. Implementing it in the education system promises considerable success in the             
population deciphering misinformation online (Henley, 2020). Moreover, online interactive tools          
created by private players has also helped increase media literacy of the public (Perez, 2019). Using                
algorithms to identify the falsehoods only solves the symptoms but not the root cause of the problem.                 
Instead, targeting the root cause, which is the propensity of individuals falling prey, would lead to a                 
longer-lasting impact since falsehoods would then lose their effectiveness. Ideally, this eliminates the             
motivation for  perpetrators to spread them online. 
In conclusion, to effectively fight against falsehoods, the government regulatory authority needs to             
implement harsh punishments as deterrence while private players continue to police misinformation            
online as it perpetuates. While private players do a better job since they play a more direct role, their                   
success is limited by the discernment of fake news by the public. Education is essential to combat the                  
negative externality caused by fake news. Instead of postulating who would do a better job, it would                 
be  more meaningful to identify aspects they could co-operate together to combat falsehoods.  
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